Claremont Graduate University was founded in 1925 on the premise that education thrives where students and faculty closely engage in scholarship and research on a level that encourages broad-ranging conversation and collaboration. We specialize in inquiry, research, and practice across disciplines to address significant social issues with academic rigor.
CGU prepares you to be a leader for positive change in the world.

All Graduate, All the Time
- The leading liberal arts graduate-only research university in the United States
- Focused exclusively on graduate education for over 90 years
- 100% of academic and student support services designed specifically for graduate students

Individualized Programs
- Take classes on campus or online
- Cross disciplinary boundaries
- Tailor your program to your goals

Powerful Network
- Globally known faculty scholars
- Part of The Claremont Colleges, a prestigious consortium of 5 undergraduate and 2 graduate institutions
- More than 22,000 CGU alumni, including college and university presidents, members of Congress, MacArthur fellows, executives of major corporations, artists, educators, faculty members, managers, and high-ranking government officials

Practice-Based Learning
- Work with faculty to conduct applied research that has a real, positive impact on people and the planet
- Expand your real-time problem-solving skills

Diverse and Inclusive
- Experience robust student, academic, and career services targeted to serve diverse needs
- Join a culture of respect, collaboration, innovation, and fairness
- Build a broader worldview through transdisciplinary thinking
CLAREMONT GRADUATE UNIVERSITY features a dedicated faculty engaged in cutting-edge research, and enrolls a diverse student body whose members bring to the classroom a wide range of experiences from across the country and around the globe.

CGU BY THE NUMBERS

94th PERCENTILE
CGU’s Teacher Education program’s ranking among the nation’s certification programs by Teacher Prep Review

100% DEDICATION TO GRADUATE EDUCATION
The Drucker School of Management’s rating by The Princeton Review

2017 U.S. News & World Report
English • Fine Arts History • Public Affairs Political Science Math • Economics

TOP 100
#28
2017 QuantNet Financial Engineering

RANKINGS

FACULTY

133
CORE FACULTY
86% Full-Time

The Claremont Colleges Faculty
700+

$3.4M FACULTY GRANTS 2018

INTERNATIONAL: 23%
COUNTRIES REPRESENTED: 53

8:1 STUDENT TO FACULTY

56% FEMALE

44% MALE

STUDENTS

34% DOMESTIC STUDENTS OF COLOR

67% Full-Time

36% Master’s

61% Doctoral

FELLOWSHIP RECIPIENTS

83%

$11M

$16K

$16K

Fellowships Available
Avg Annual Fellowship

THE CLAREMONT COLLEGES

• Claremont Graduate University
Pomona College • Scripps College • Claremont McKenna College
Harvey Mudd College • Pitzer College • Keck Graduate Institute

61%

Alumni Strong
Areas of Study

Arts & Humanities
- Applied Women’s Studies (MA)
- Archival Studies (MA)
- Art (MFA)
- Arts Management (MA)
- Cultural Studies (MA; PhD)
- English (MA; PhD)
- History (MA; PhD)
- Islamic Studies (MA)
- Music (MA; PhD; DCM; DMA)
- Religion (MA; PhD)
- Religion & American Politics (MA)
- Women’s Studies in Religion (MA)

Behavioral & Organizational Sciences
- Applied Cognitive Psychology (MA; PhD)
- Applied Social Psychology (MA; PhD)
- Evaluation & Applied Research (MS*; PhD)
- Human Resource Management (MS)
- Organizational Behavior (MA; PhD)
- Positive Developmental Psychology (MA; PhD)
- Positive Organizational Psychology (MA; PhD)

Politics, Economics & International Studies
- Applied Data Science & International Studies (MS)
- Economics (MA; PhD)
- Global Commerce & Finance (MS)
- International Political Economy (MA)
- International Politics & Political Science (PhD)
- International Studies (MA)
- Political Science (MA; PhD)
- Public Policy (MA)
- Religion & American Politics (MA)

Management & Marketing
- Advanced Management (MS)
- Art Business (MA)
- Arts Management (MA)
- Business Administration (MBA; EMBA)
- Financial Engineering (MS)
- Management (MA)
- Marketing Analytics (MS**)

Community & Global Health
- Health Promotion Sciences (PhD)
- Public Health (MPH; DrPH)
Education & Teacher Education
Community-Engaged Education & Social Change (MA)
Education (MA; PhD)
Educational Evaluation & Data Analysis (MA)
Student Affairs & Educational Justice (MA)
Teacher Education (MA/Credential)
Urban Leadership (PhD)

Information Systems & Technology
Information Systems & Technology (MS**; PhD)

Mathematical Sciences
Computational & Applied Mathematics (MS)
Engineering & Computational Mathematics (PhD)
Financial Engineering (MS)
Mathematics (MA/MS; PhD)
Statistical Sciences (MS)

Life Sciences
Botany (MS; PhD)

Certificates & Credentials
Advanced Study in Evaluation*
Africana Studies
Allies of Dreamers
California Teaching Credential (General Education; Special Education)
Executive Management
Foundations in Public Health
Teacher Induction Program (Clear Credential)
Women’s & Gender Studies

*Offered online
**Offered on campus and online

Academic offerings are subject to change. Complete and official program and degree listings can be found at bulletin.cgu.edu
Claremont Graduate University’s 19-acre tree-lined campus is located in the vibrant, suburban community of Claremont, California. Known as “The City of Trees and PhDs,” Claremont provides you a safe, enjoyable place to live, work, and play.

- Located 35 miles east of Los Angeles, an international hub of scientific research, the arts, tech innovation, manufacturing, and more—with unlimited opportunities for networking, internships, and employment
- Money magazine’s #5 in its “Best Places to Live” in the United States because of its diversity, economic opportunity, good schools, and safety
- A rich cultural, educational, and architectural heritage
- An award-winning urban forest, 1,788 acres of public park land, and numerous hiking trails
- Home to the beautiful Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden
- The Claremont Village, home to shops, restaurants, and more, is within walking distance of the CGU campus

A vibrant community next to a cultural capital.

Ride the Metrolink from Claremont to downtown Los Angeles to experience one of America’s great cities.

Hop on an Amtrak train to explore California, from San Diego to San Francisco.

Fly from Ontario International Airport, just 10 miles east of Claremont, which offers direct flights to the East Coast and China.
Explore
Learn more about CGU.
cgu.edu/why-cgu

Visit
In person or virtually.
cgu.edu/visit

Invest
Invest in yourself, and we’ll invest in you.
cgu.edu/invest

Apply
Start your journey today.
cgu.edu/apply

Questions?
Contact your personal admissions representative.
admissions@cgu.edu  |  909-607-7811

Claremont Graduate University  cgu.edu